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Employing density functional theory, we study the trend in the electronic and magnetic properties of 3d–5d double
perovskites, upon varying the 3d element for a fixed choice of 5d element, namely Ca2BOsO6 (B = Fe=Co=Ni). While
all three compounds are reported to be ferrimagnets, the magnetic transition temperature of Ca2FeOsO6 is reported to be
2–2.4 times larger than that of Ca2CoOsO6 or Ca2NiOsO6. Our first-principles study provides microscopic insight into
this trend. This trend is found to be caused by the downward shift in the position of d level energies of the B site element
with respect to that of the Os t2g level upon moving across the 3d series from Fe to Co and Ni. This in turn changes the
nominal valence of the Os ion from 5+ in Ca2FeOsO6 to 6+ in Ca2CoOsO6 and Ca2NiOsO6, resulting in differing
superexchange paths between Ca2FeOsO6 and Ca2Co(Ni)OsO6, and additionally enabling the hybridization-mechanism-
driven magnetism in Ca2FeOsO6. These together significantly enhance the magnetic transition temperature in
Ca2FeOsO6 compared with that in Ca2Co(Ni)OsO6.

1. Introduction

Transition metal (TM)-based perovskite compounds form
an ever green area of research, which has attracted the
attention of physicists, chemists, and materials scientists for
many years. In addition to traditional 3d TM oxides, attention
has also recently been given to TM oxides based on 5d TM
ions.1) While the electron–electron correlation decreases from
3d to 4d to 5d TM oxides, the band-width and spin–orbit
coupling strength are expected to increase from 3d to 4d
to 5d TM oxides, due to the enhanced delocalization of
electronic wave functions and the increased atomic number
(Z), respectively. Thus 5d oxides provide a nice playground
for exploring exotic properties following competing energy
scales associated with the band width, Coulomb correlation
and spin–orbit coupling, as observed for iridates.2) In this
context, double perovskites (DPs) with the general formula
A2BBAO6, having the possibility of hosting two TMs at B and
BA sites, as opposed to one TM at the B site in the case of a
normal perovskite with general formula ABO3, provide an
attractive opportunity to study the interplay of a 3d ion at the
B site and a 5d ion at the BA site. Several such 3d–5d DPs
have been synthesized and are currently under investigation.
For a review on the recent status of double perovskite
compounds, see Ref. 3. The prominent examples of 3d–5d
DPs showing remarkable properties include half-metallicity
above room temperature in A2CrWO6,4) colossal magneto-
resistance in Sr2FeReO6,5) making them suitable for spin-
tronics applications.6) Considering the 3d–5d DPs, it is useful
to understand the materials trend in the properties, especially
the magnetic properties. For example, by varying the choice
of the 5d TM ion at the BA site, for a given choice of the 3d
TM ion at the B site, the magnetic transition temperature (Tc)
was found to show a monotonic increase in moving from
the left to the right of the 5d row of the periodic table.7)

Specifically, considering Sr2CrWO6, Sr2CrReO6, and
Sr2CrOsO6, the measured Tc shows an increasing trend from
458K4) for B0 ¼ W to 635K8) for B0 ¼ Re to 725K9) for
B0 ¼ Os. The microscopic origin of this behavior was
explained10) as interference between two different mecha-
nisms driving magnetism, namely the hybridization-driven

mechanism, first proposed11) for Sr2FeMoO6,12) and the
superexchange mechanism, with the hybridization-driven
mechanism becoming weaker from W to Re to Os, and the
superexchange mechanism becoming stronger from W to Re
to Os at the BA site. Similarly, it will be useful to understand
what happens when the BA site is fixed to a given 5d element
and TM ion at the B site is varied across the 3d TM row. The
understanding thus obtained will presumably help answer
questions such as how to enhance Tc.

In this work, we aim to understand the materials trend in a
family of Ca-based double perovskites, by fixing the 5d
element as Os while the 3d TM ion at the B site is varied
from Fe to Co and Ni. While the study on iridates2) currently
forms an active area of research, the reports on osmate
compounds are relatively few, primarily due to challenges in
the synthesis conditions. Osmium metal does not oxidize in
air unless it is heated, but when heated it forms osmium
tetroxide, which is highly toxic. The recent development in
the solid-state chemistry route, however, has resulted in the
successful synthesis of several Os-based oxides, which also
include double perovskites such as Sr2CrOsO6. The spectac-
ularly high Tc of Sr2CrOsO6, the highest ever reported within
perovskite family, prompted the prediction13) of a doping-
driven half-metallic state in Sr2CrOsO6 with Tc almost as
high as in the parent compound. With 12.5% Na doping at the
Sr site, it was predicted to show Tc of 696K and spin
polarization of 98%. This should lead to the design of
magnetoresistive devices operative at room temperature,
taking into account the fact that a full moment develops only
sufficiently below Tc. A large Faraday signal has also been
predicted for Sr2CrOsO6,14) suggesting the possible use of
these compounds in magneto optic devices. Following the
above-mentioned exciting opportunities based on the explo-
ration of osmate DPs, it is thus pertinent also to consider
other osmate compounds, and arrive at a detailed microscopic
understanding.

While all three compounds, considered in the present
study, Ca2FeOsO6 (CFOO), Ca2CoOsO6 (CCOO), and
Ca2NiOsO6 (CNOO) have been synthesized and their
electronic and magnetic properties have been measured,15–17)

a systematic microscopic understanding of the trend consid-
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ering the three compounds, to the best of our knowledge has
not been achieved. All three Ca-based compounds have been
reported to be ferrimagnets with transition temperatures of
350K for Ca2FeOsO6,15) 145K for Ca2CoOsO6,16) and 175K
for Ca2NiOsO6.17) As is evident, the transition temperature
of Ca2FeOsO6 is markedly different from Ca2CoOsO6 or
Ca2NiOsO6, although Co and Ni are neighboring elements to
Fe within the 3d TM row of the periodic table. This calls the
necessity for a microscopic understanding. In the following,
we attempt on arriving at this understanding by performing
calculations within the framework of density functional
theory (DFT). The paper has been organized in the following
manner. Section 2 contains the details of the computation. In
Sect. 3, we present a comparison of the crystal structures of
the three compounds along with their theoretically optimized
structures. Comparison of the computed electronic structures
and magnetic moments is presented in Sect. 4. The micro-
scopic mechanisms of magnetism in the three compounds
and their comparison is presented in Sect. 5. We end the
article with a summary of our findings and an outlook in
Sect. 6.

2. Computational Details

The results presented in this study, have been carried out
both in terms of full ab initio DFT calculations as well as
in terms of a description of multi orbital, low-energy
Hamiltonians defined in a first-principles-derived Wannier
function basis.

The theoretically optimized crystal structures have been
obtained using the plane wave pseudopotential method as
implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP).18) Self-consistent DFT calculations on the theoret-
ically optimized structures, have been performed within
VASP18) as well as with an all-electron method of full-
potential linear augmented plane wave (FLAPW) basis as
implemented in the WIEN2k code.19) The plane-wave
calculations have been carried out with projector-augmented
wave (PAW) potentials.20) During the structural optimization
using the plane-wave basis, the atomic positions have been
relaxed while maintaining the experimentally determined
symmetry of the crystal and lattice parameters. The positions
of the atoms were relaxed towards equilibrium until the
Hellman–Feynman forces became less than 0.001 eV=Å. A
plane-wave cutoff of 600 eV and a Monkhorst–Pack k-point
mesh of 6 � 6 � 4 were found to provide good convergence.
For FLAPW calculations, we have chosen the APW+lo basis
sets. For the number of plane waves, the criterion used was
smallest atomic sphere radius multiplied by Kmax (for the
plane wave) yielding a value of 7.0. The number of k-points
used in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone (IBZ) was
56 which has been checked for convergence. The expansion
in spherical harmonics for the radial wave functions was
taken up to l ¼ 10, while the charge densities and potentials
were represented by spherical harmonics up to l ¼ 6. The
self-consistent calculations were carried out with the choice
of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)21) of the
exchange–correlation functional. In order to take into account
the correlation effect at transition metal sites beyond GGA,
calculations with supplemented Hubbard U (GGA+U)22)

were carried out with UB ¼ 4 eV, UOs ¼ 2 eV, and Hund’s
coupling, JH ¼ 0:8 eV, as appropriate for 3d and 5d TM ions.

The results have been cross-checked in terms of the variation
of U parameter within 1–2 eV and the qualitative trend was
found to remain unchanged in terms of the variation of U
values. Spin–orbit coupling (SOC) was included in the
calculations as the second variational form.

The construction of a low-energy Hamiltonian in a first-
principles derived Wannier function basis was achieved
through the muffin-tin orbital (MTO)-based energy-selective
method of NMTO-downfolding technique, as implemented in
the STUTTGART code.23) This method has been applied to a
number of different compounds,24) and proved to be powerful
in providing an effective orbital representation of the full
problem obtained by integrating out the degrees of freedom
that are not of interest. The power of the method lies in the
incorporation of the renormalization effect from integrated
out degrees of freedom. The real-space representation of the
low-energy Hamiltonian provides information on on-site
energies and effective hopping integrals. The NMTO method
relies on a self-consistent potential generated by the linear
muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method.25) For self-consistent
LMTO calculations, we used an 8 � 8 � 6 k-point mesh. The
muffin-tin radius was chosen to be 2.51, 2.67, 2.71, 2.49,
and 1.85 a.u. for Fe, Co, Ni, Os, and O, respectively. The
consistency of the calculations in three different basis sets,
plane-wave, LAPW and LMTO, has been cross-checked in
terms of density of states and band structure calculations.

3. Crystal Structures

All the compounds under discussion, CFOO, CCOO, and
CNOO form in a monoclinic P21=n space group, exhibiting
GdFeO3 type rotation and tilt of the octahedra,26) as shown in
Fig. 1. The measured lattice constants were found to be
a ¼ 5:387Å, b ¼ 5:494Å, and c ¼ 7:665Å for CFOO;
a ¼ 5:375Å, b ¼ 5:568Å, and c ¼ 7:636Å for CCOO;
and a ¼ 5:361Å, b ¼ 5:543Å, and c ¼ 7:617Å for CNOO.
This leads to comparable unit cell volumes of the three
compounds, of 226–228Å3. The tilt and rotation of the BO6

(B = Fe=Co=Ni) and OsO6 octahedra give rise to highly bent
B–O–Os bonds with bond angles ranging from about 149 to
151°. Various bond lengths and bond angles are listed in
Table I. Both BO6 (B = Fe=Co=Ni) and OsO6 octahedra are
found to be distorted in terms of unequal bond lengths and
O–B(Os)–O bond angles deviating from the ideal 90° (cf.
bottom panels in Fig. 1 and Table I). In view of the fact that
the positions of light atoms, such as O, may not be well
characterized in X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments, we
have carried out the structural optimization of all three
compounds by relaxing the internal positions and keeping the
lattice parameters fixed at the experimental values. Table I
also lists the bond lengths and bond angles for the
theoretically optimized structures. We observe a marked
change in the position of the O3 atom in the optimized
structure of CFOO, which makes the FeO6 octahedra as well
as the OsO6 octahedra more regular (cf. bold entries in
Table I). The effect of structural optimization on the CCOO
and CNOO crystal structures is found to be relatively less
significant.

4. Electronic Structures of CFOO, CCOO, and CNOO

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the spin-polarized
electronic structures of CFOO, CCOO, and CNOO in the



theoretically optimized crystal structures as computed within
GGA, GGA+U, and GGA+U+SOC. The states close to the
Fermi level predominantly have B-d (B = Fe=Co=Ni) and
Os-d characters with some mixing from O-p. The d states of
Fe=Co=Ni and Os are spin-polarized as well as grouped into
low-lying states with t2g symmetry and high-lying states with
eg symmetry due to the octahedral crystal field of the
surrounding oxygen atoms. Focusing on CFOO, within the
GGA scheme of calculation, Fe-d states are found to be
occupied in the up spin channel and empty in the down spin
channel, thereby resulting in a nominal valence of Fe3+ with

d5 occupancy. This leads to a nominal valence of Os5+ with
d3 occupancy, assuming a 2+ nominal valence of Ca and a
2� nominal valence of O. Following this expectation, we
find that Os-t2g states are fully occupied in one of the spin
channel and empty in the other, with Os-eg states empty in
both the spin channels. Interestingly, the majority spin
channel of Fe is found to be the minority spin channel of Os,
and vice versa, implying the anti parallel alignment of Fe and
Os spins. GGA calculation leads to an insulating solution
with an estimated gap of about 0.5 eV. The application of the
supplemented U correction within GGA+U increases the gap

Fig. 1. (Color online) Crystal structures of CFOO, CCOO, and CNOO in monoclinic P21=n space group. The top panels show the three-dimensional
connectivity of BO6 (B = Fe, Co, Ni) and OsO6 octahedra, marked in light blue (dark gray) and white (light gray), respectively. The Ca atoms, located in the
void formed by corner-sharing BO6 and OsO6 octahedra, are not shown for clarity. The B, Os and three inequivalent oxygen atoms, O1, O2, and O3 are shown
as green (dark gray), orange (light gray), small red (dark gray), small brown (light gray) and small yellow (white) balls, respectively. The bottom panels show
the pair of corner-sharing BO6 and OsO6 octahedra with various O–B(Os)–O angles marked.

Table I. B–O (B = Fe, Co, Ni) and Os–O bond lengths, its average value and the standard deviation, σ of experimentally measured as well as theoretically
optimized crystal structures of CFOO, CCOO, and CNOO. Listed are also various B–Os–O (B = Fe, Co, Ni) bond angles. The most significant deviation
between experimentally measured and theoretically optimized structure is marked in bold.

Description
Measured Optimized

Ca2FeOsO6 Ca2CoOsO6 Ca2NiOsO6 Ca2FeOsO6 Ca2CoOsO6 Ca2NiOsO6

B–O (Å)
B–O1 (�2) 1.984 2.080 2.038 1.979 2.018 2.010
B–O2 (�2) 1.987 2.072 2.065 1.988 2.022 2.047
B–O3 (�2) 2.057 2.032 2.071 1.971 1.987 2.055
hBOi 2.009 2.061 2.058 1.979 2.009 2.037
σ(B–O) 0.034 0.022 0.014 0.007 0.015 0.019

Os–O (Å)
Os–O1 (�2) 1.987 1.935 1.911 1.990 1.981 1.950
Os–O2 (�2) 1.981 1.932 1.921 1.987 1.988 1.956
Os–O3 (�2) 1.916 1.922 1.920 1.985 1.969 1.959
hOsOi 1.961 1.930 1.917 1.987 1.980 1.955
σ(Os–O) 0.032 0.004 0.005 0.002 0.008 0.004

ffB–Os–O
B–Os–O1 151.350 150.290 149.340 151.590 150.690 148.180

B–Os–O2 151.700 149.860 150.580 150.960 149.610 148.760

B–Os–O3 149.510 149.070 150.010 151.230 149.680 147.120



value to about 1 eV. The introduction of SOC retains the
insulating solution with a slight decrease in the gap value.
The calculated magnetic moments are listed in Table II.

The calculated magnetic moments at Fe and Os sites are
found to be 4.05�B and −1.28�B, respectively, in reasonable
agreement with a previous report.27) The calculated orbital
moment at the Fe site is found to be small (≈0.04�B) and
aligned in the same direction as the spin moment, in
conformity with the half-filled d5 configuration of Fe in
CFOO. The calculated orbital moment at the Os site, 0.14�B
is found to be stronger than that expected for the d3

configuration of Os in CFOO, but similar to the value
reported10) for some other osmate double perovskite such as
Sr2CrOsO6 with a d3 configuration of Os. The finite value of
the orbital moment of Os, in spite of its t32g configuration, was
rationalized in terms of Os–O and Os t2g–eg mixing.28) The
orbital moment at the Os site is aligned anti parallel to its spin
moment, in line with the less than half-filled nature of Os d

occupancy. Interestingly, the developed magnetic moments
at the O site are aligned in the direction of Os magnetic
moment, suggesting stronger Os–O covalency than Fe–O
covalency. Note that the half-filled nature of Fe d occupancy
and Os t2g occupancy are in accordance with the nearly
regular FeO6 and OsO6 octahedra, obtained in optimized
structure, due to suppressed Jahn–Teller (JT) activity.

Moving onto CCOO, the results for which have already
been presented in Ref. 29, we find that at the level of GGA,
the Co d states are all occupied in the up spin channel, while
the t2g states are partially filled in the down spin channel,
which strongly mixed with Os t2g states cross the Fermi
energy. The Os eg states are empty in both spin channels,
while the Os t2g states are empty in the up spin channel,
separated by a gap of ≈1 eV from the filled Co d states. This
results in a half-metallic solution with a gap in the up spin
channel and conducting states in the down spin channel. As
in the case of CFOO, the spin polarizations at Co and Os sites

Fig. 2. (Color online) Density of states of CFOO, CCOO, and CNOO, projected onto B d (solid, black), Os d (solid, cyan=gray) and O p states (brown=
gray, shaded), calculated within GGA (top panels), GGA+U (middle panels), and GGA+U+SOC (bottom panels). The zero of the energy is set at the
respective Fermi energy at each panel. The insets in the bottom panels for CCOO and CNOO show the zoomed plot around Fermi energy to highlight the
gapped solution.

Table II. Calculated magnetic moments (in �B) of Ca2BOsO6 (B = Fe=Co=Ni) compounds. The calculated orbital moments at B and Os sites are shown
within parentheses. Additional small moment residing at interstitial has not been listed.

Site
Ca2FeOsO6 Ca2CoOsO6 Ca2NiOsO6

GGA GGA+U GGA+U+SOC GGA GGA+U GGA+U+SOC GGA GGA+U GGA+U+SOC

B 3.66 4.01 4.01 (0.04) 2.44 2.62 2.60 (0.14) 1.38 1.66 1.62 (0.16)
Os −1.30 −1.54 −1.42 (0.14) −1.03 −1.10 −1.00 (0.35) −0.93 −1.07 −0.96 (0.36)
Ca −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01
O1 0.00 −0.01 −0.01 −0.03 −0.05 −0.05 −0.02 −0.03 −0.02
O2 0.00 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.03 −0.05 −0.03 −0.05 −0.05
O3 −0.05 −0.06 −0.05 −0.02 −0.04 −0.02 −0.02 −0.03 −0.05
Net 2.00 2.00 2.28 1.00 1.00 1.57 0.00 0.00 0.61



are oppositely aligned. The inclusion of the supplemented U
creates a pseudo gap within the manifold of Co t2g + Os t2g
in the down spin channel, but maintains the half-metallic
character. The introduction of SOC opens a tiny gap of about
0.1 eV, making the solution semi-conducting, which may
result into disorder assisted localized transport properties, as
observed experimentally.29) Considering the calculated mag-
netic moments (cf. Table II) the moment at the Co site is
found to be 2.74�B, and that at the Os site is found to be
−0.65�B, the latter being significantly smaller compared than
that in CFOO. The orbital magnetic moment at Os site shows
a significantly enhanced value of 0.35�B, compared with
0.14�B in CFOO, while the spin moment shows a marked
decrease to −1.00�B compared with −1.43�B in CFOO.
This signals the change in the nominal valence of Os in
CCOO compared with that in CFOO. The computed
magnetic moments as well as the density of states suggest
the stabilization of a 6+ nominal valence or the d2 occupancy
of Os and the high-spin 2+ or d7 state of Co.

The case of CNOO, also presented in the literature,29) turns
out to be rather similar to that of CCOO with the nominal
valence of 2+ or the d8 state of Ni, and 6+ or the d2 state of
Os. This is reflected in the filled d states of Ni in the up spin
channel, filled t2g and empty eg states of Ni in the down spin
channel, along with partially filled t2g states of Os in down
spin channel, the rest being empty. Similarly to CCOO,
CNOO is found to be half-metallic within the GGA and
GGA+U schemes of calculations and a semi-conductor with
tiny gap of ≈0.1 eV within GGA+U+SOC. The calculated
spin and orbital moments at Os (cf. Table II) are found to be
similar to those in CCOO with values of −0.96�B and
0.36�B respectively, suggestive of a 6+ nominal valence or
d2 occupancy of Os. This puts Ni in the 2+ nominal state.
The calculated Ni moment of 1.78�B is in accordance with
this expectation.

The DFT-predicted assignments of the 3+=5+ valence of
Fe=Os in CFOO and the 2+=6+ valence of Co(Ni)=Os in
CCOO(CNOO) have been confirmed experimentally.15,29)

This suggests a change in charge transfer from B to Os as
one moves from B = Fe to Co to Ni. Figure 3 shows the
energy level positions of d levels at B and Os sites in CFOO,
CCOO, and CNOO, grouped into t2g and eg with small
splittings of levels within the groups due to distortions in BO6

and OsO6 octahedra. The energy positions have been
obtained from NMTO-downfolding calculations where the
low-energy Hamiltonians are constructed by integrating out
all the degrees of freedom except B d and Os d, and reading
out the onsite elements of the real-space representation of the
Hamiltonian. The separation between t2g and eg, i.e., the
crystal field splitting at Os site is found to be much larger
than that at the B site, consistent with the 5d and 3d character
of BA and B ions, respectively, in the compounds. We find
that the d levels of B site shift downwards with respect to
Os d levels upon moving from Fe to Co to Ni. The Fe d level
positions fall almost within the energy span of the crystal
field split Os d levels, while the Co or Ni d levels have little
overlap in energy with the Os d level positions. This suggests
that charge transfer between Co or Ni and Os will be
facilitated more than that between Fe and Os, justifying the
observed change in the nominal valences from 3+=5+ for
CFOO to 2+=6+ for CCOO and CNOO.

5. Mechanisms Driving Magnetism in CFOO, CCOO,
and CNOO

Having an understanding of the basic electronic structure
and the nominal valences of the two TM sites, i.e., the B site
and Os site in the Ca2BOsO6 series, we now move onto
having an understanding of the driving mechanism of the
magnetism of the three compounds. As mentioned above, the
magnetic transition temperature of CFOO is significantly

Fig. 3. Left panels: Energy level positions of Fe d states in CFOO, Co d states in CCOO, and Ni d states in CNOO with respect to the positions of respective
Os d states, as given within the non-spin-polarized NMTO-downfolding calculation. Right panels: Nominal occupancies of Fe d=Co d=Ni d and Os d states in
CFOO=CCOO=CNOO, as given by the calculated electronic structure.



higher (350K) than those of CCOO (145K) and CNOO
(175K), although all three compounds are ferrimagnets. To
the best of our knowledge, understanding of this curious
phenomena is lacking. Two different mechanisms of magnet-
ism in double perovskites have been proposed in the
literature. One is the traditional superexchange mechanism,
operative between localized spins mediated via the interven-
ing ions separating the two spins. The other is the hybrid-
ization-driven mechanism which leads to a two-sublattice
double-exchange mechanism of magnetism, with a large core
spin in one sublattice and another less localized electron at
the other sublattice. Within the scenario of the hybridization-
driven mechanism, if the energy levels of the 4d or 5d TM
ion fall within the exchange split energy levels of the 3d TM
ion, due to the hybridization between states of the same spin
and symmetry at the two sites, a negative spin polarization is
induced at the 4d or 5d site re-normalizing the intrinsic spin-
polarization at the 4d or 5d site. This gives rise to an intrinsic
spin splitting at the 3d site and an effective spin splitting at
the 4d or 5d site, the two being oppositely aligned. As
mentioned before, the magnetism in the Sr2CrBAO6 series
with B0 ¼ W, Re, Os was explained10) as interplay between
the two mechanisms. While the magnetism in Sr2CrWO6 was
found to be completely guided by the hybridization-driven
mechanism, as in Sr2FeMoO6, the magnetism in Sr2CrReO6

or Sr2CrOsO6 was found to have contributions from both the
hybridization-driven mechanism and the superexchange
mechanism, with the intrinsically spin split d levels of Re
or Os falling within the exchange split levels of Cr. The

magnetism in CFOO has been argued in literature15) to
originate from long-range super-superexchange, which how-
ever did not take into account the possible contribution of the
hybridization-driven mechanism.

In the following, we analyze the energy level positioning
of the spin–split states of the B site and Os site in CFOO,
CCOO, and CNOO, as given by NMTO-downfolding
calculation on the basis of Fe d–Os t2g, Co d–Os t2g, and
Ni eg–Os t2g, respectively, obtained by integrating out the
rest of the degrees of freedom starting from a spin-polarized
all-band calculation. We also carried out a massive down-
folding calculation by also integrating out the B d levels, to
define an Os t2g only Hamiltonian. The latter takes into
account the renormalization of the spin-splitting at the Os
site, if any, due to the hybridization-driven mechanism. The
results are presented in the left panels of Fig. 4. As is seen
from the results obtained in the NMTO-downfolding-defined
B d–Os t2g basis calculations, while for CFOO, the Os t2g
energy levels lie within the spin–split energy levels of the
Fe d states, the downward shift of the B site d levels for
CCOO and CNOO, makes the Os t2g energy levels lie
outside the spin split energy levels of the Co d or Ni eg
states. This makes the hybridization-driven mechanism
operative in CFOO, and largely absent in CCOO and CNOO.
The introduction of finite hybridization between the Co=Ni
site and the Os site for CCOO=CNOO pushes both the up
and down spin levels of Os t2g’s in the same direction, as
opposed to CFOO where the Os t2g up spin levels are pushed
up and the Os t2g down spin levels are pushed down. Thus

Fig. 4. (Color online) Left panels: Energy level diagrams for Ca2BOsO6 (B = Fe, Co, Ni) series in the spin-polarized B d–Os t2g basis as well as in the
massively downfolded, renormalized basis of Os t2g, as given by NMTO-downfolding calculations. Right panels: Superexchange interactions between the B d
and Os t2g orbitals in Ca2BOsO6 (B = Fe, Co, Ni).



Co(Ni)-Os hybridization effectively has little influence on the
spin-splitting at the Os site. Within the scheme of massive
downfolding for defining effective Os t2g levels, which takes
into account the hybridization between B site d levels and
Os t2g states, provides information of the re-normalized spin-
splitting at the Os site, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.
We find that in absence of hybridization between the B site
and Os site, the intrinsic spin splitting at the Os site is about
0.7 eV for CFOO, and about 0.5 eV for CCOO and CNOO,
which is oppositely oriented to the spin-splitting at the B site.
The presence of the intrinsic moment of Os in osmate
compounds has been debated untill recently as neutron
diffraction studies30) does not provide clear evidence of it.
However the use of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) which can directly probe the spin and orbital
moment on each TM site has confirmed the existence of the
Os local moment in CCOO and CNOO.29) The larger intrinsic
spin splitting of Os for CFOO than that for CCOO or CNOO
is consistent with the d3 filling of Os in CFOO and the d2

filling of Os in CCOO or CNOO. Upon switching on the
hybridization between B and Os, obtained through a massive
downfolding calculation, the spin-splitting of Os is found to
be increased to about 1.1 eV for CFOO, while it remains
approximately the same for CCOO and CNOO, confirming
the effectiveness of the hybridization driven mechanism in
CFOO, and its negligible effect in CCOO and CNOO.

The presence of appreciable intrinsic spin-splitting of Os in
all three compounds makes the superexchange mechanism
active, which in the case of CFOO acts on top of the
hybridization-driven mechanism. The nature of the super-
exchange paths in the context of CFOO has been discussed in
the literature.15) The large rotation and tilt of the octahedra in
Ca based compounds, has been argued to suppress the long-
ranged superexchange paths, making the nearest-neighbor
B–O–Os superexchange path dominant over other paths.
However, even the nearest neighbor B–O–Os superexchange
is expected to be different between CFOO and CNOO or
CCOO, as shown in the right panels of Fig. 4. This is caused
by the change in the filling of Os from d3 in CFOO to d2 in
CCOO and CNOO. As argued in Ref. 29, the large crystal
field splitting at 5d Os site, makes the empty Os eg irrelevant
to the superexchange. However, the d2 filling of Os with
partially filled t2g levels, opens up a ferromagnetic exchange
pathway between two half-filled Co eg orbitals and a single
empty Os t2g orbital, a single half-filled Co t2g orbital and a
single empty Os t2g orbital in CCOO, and between two half-
filled Ni eg orbitals and a single empty Os t2g orbital in
CNOO (cf. middle and bottom right panel of Fig. 4). This
competes with the antiferromagnetic exchange pathway
between two half-filled Co eg orbitals and two half-filled
Os t2g orbitals and single half-filled Co t2g orbital and two
half-filled Os t2g orbital in CCOO, and between two half-
filled Ni eg orbitals and two half-filled Os t2g orbitals in
CNOO. Since there are two half-filled Os t2g orbitals as
opposed to a single empty Os t2g orbital, the antiferromag-
netic contribution finally wins over the ferromagnetic
contribution, making the magnetic ground state a ferrimagnet
with B(Co=Ni) and Os spins aligned in an antiferromagnetic
manner. In case of CFOO, on the other hand the
ferromagnetic exchange pathway is absent due to the d3

configuration of Os ions, all the exchange paths being of

antiferromagnetic nature, as shown in top, right panel of
Fig. 4. This significantly enhances the net antiferromagnetic
exchange between Fe and Os due to the absence of any
canceling effect from the ferromagnetic contribution. The B–
Os magnetic exchange can be obtained from the knowledge
of the on-site energy and hopping integrals of the Fe=Co d
(Ni eg) and Os t2g low-energy Hamiltonian for CFOO=
CCOO (CNOO), as presented in Table III, using the
following superexchange formulas.31)

JFeOs ¼
4
X

ðte;tÞ2
U þ �e;t

þ 4
X

ðtt;tÞ2
U þ�t;t

;

where the first term represents the antiferromagnetic coupling
between half-filled Fe eg and half-filled Os t2g levels, the
summation being over two Fe eg levels and three Os t2g
levels, and the second term represents the antiferromagnetic
coupling between half-filled Fe t2g and half-filled Os t2g
levels, the summation being over three Fe t2g levels and
three Os t2g levels (cf. top right panel of Fig. 4).

JCoOs ¼
4
X

ðte;t1;2Þ2
U þ �e;t1;2

þ 4
X

ðtt3;t1;2Þ2
U þ�t3;t1;2

� 4
X

ðte;t3Þ2JH
ðU þ �e;t3 ÞðU þ�e;t3 � JHÞ

� 4
X

ðtt3;t3Þ2JH
ðU þ �t3;t3 ÞðU þ �t3;t3 � JHÞ ;

where the first term represents the antiferromagnetic coupling
between half-filled Co eg and Os t2g levels each of which is
filled by one electron (denoted by t1 and t2 respectively), the
summation being over two Co eg levels and two Os t2g
levels, and the second term represents the the antiferromag-
netic coupling between one of the Co t2g levels which is
filled by one electron (denoted by t3) and Os t1 and t2 levels,
the summation being over one Co t2g levels and two Os t2g
levels. The third and fourth term represent the ferromagnetic
interaction between half-filled Co eg and empty Os t2g level
(denoted by t3) and that between Co t3 filled by one electron
and the empty Os t2g level, respectively (cf. middle, right
panel of Fig. 4).

JNiOs ¼
4
X

ðte;t1;2Þ2
U þ�e;t1;2

� 4
X

ðte;t3 Þ2JH
ðU þ�e;t3ÞðU þ �e;t3 � JHÞ ;

where the first and second terms represent the antiferromag-
netic and ferromagnetic coupling between half-filled Ni eg
and two singly occupied Os t2g levels (denoted by t1 and t2)
and between a half-filled Ni eg and one empty Os t2g level
(denoted by t3), respectively (cf. bottom right panel of
Fig. 4).

The above exercise gave rise to values about three to four
times larger for CFOO than that for CCOO and CNOO,
considering an average U value of 4–6 eV and JH ¼ 0:8 eV.

We thus conclude that the magnetism of CFOO is different
from that of CCOO and CNOO in two ways. Firstly, the
magnetism in CFOO has contributions from both the
hybridization-driven mechanism and superexchange mechan-
ism, while in the case of CCOO and CNOO, the primary
contribution comes from the superexchange mechanism.
Secondly, the d2 filling of Os in CCOO and CNOO gives rise
to competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange



paths, while the d3 filling of Os in CFOO gives rise to only
antiferromagnetic superexchange between Fe and Os spins.
This in turn makes the magnetic transition temperature
of ferrimagnetic CFOO significantly higher than those of
ferrimagnetic CCOO and CNOO.

6. Summary and Outlook

We systematically studied the trend in the electronic and
the resulting magnetic behavior in a series of osmate
compounds, Ca2BOsO6 (B = Fe, Co, Ni) belonging to the
general family of 3d–5d double perovskite compounds. Our
first-principles investigation of the electronic structure of the
compounds reveals that moving across the 3d transition metal
series of the periodic table from Fe to Co and Ni, the d levels
at the B site move downwards with respect to the d levels of
Os. This causes enhanced charge transfer between Co or Ni
and Os compared with that between Fe and Os, giving rise to
the 3+=5+ valence of B=Os in Ca2FeOsO6 and the 2+=6+
valence of B=Os in Ca2CoOsO6 and Ca2NiOsO6. This
shifting of the d levels of the B site with respect to the

Os d states, in moving from Fe to Co and Ni in the
Ca2BOsO6 (B = Fe, Co, Ni) series has two important
bearings on the magnetism of the series. Firstly, the 6+
valence of Os with Os t2g states being filled by two electrons
and one hole, opens up competing ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic superexchange paths between Co t2g,
Co eg=Ni eg states and Os t2g states in Ca2CoOsO6=Ca2-
NiOsO6, amounting to partial cancellation of the two
superexchanges. In the case of Ca2FeOsO6, on the other
hand, the 5+ valence of Os with Os t2g states filled by three
electrons makes only the antiferromagnetic superexchange
between Fe d5 states and the Os t32g state operative, thereby
avoiding any canceling effect. The net B–Os antiferromag-
netic superexchange in Ca2FeOsO6 is thus much stronger
than that in Ca2CoOsO6 or Ca2NiOsO6. Secondly, consider-
ing the spin-polarized scheme of calculation, the spin–split
Os t2g states are found to lie within the strongly spin–split
Fe d states in Ca2FeOsO6 which drives the hybridization
mechanism of magnetism to be operative in addition to the
superexchange, inducing renormalized negative spin-polar-

Table III. Calculated hopping integrals (in eV), as given by NMTO-downfolding calculations, for CFOO in Fe d–Os t2g basis, for CCOO in Co d–Os t2g
basis, and for CNOO in Ni eg–Os t2g basis. For each hopping type, the number of neighbors (Nn) and the hopping integrals for one of the representative
connecting vector are listed. The hopping integrals for other connecting vectors corresponding to the same hopping type should be obtained by the
consideration of symmetry operations. The values of �e;t and �t;t for CFOO are estimated to be about 1.1 and 0.3 eV, respectively. Similarly, the values of
�e;t1;2 , �e;t3 , �t3 ;t1;2 , �t3 ;t3 for CCOO are estimated to be about 0.3, 0.2, 0.6, and 0.5 eV, respectively. The values of �e;t1;2 and �e;t3 for CNOO are estimated to
be about 0.13, and 0.1 eV, respectively.

Compound
Connecting

vector
Nn

No.
Atoms

dxy dyz d3z2�r2 dxz dx2�y2
dxy −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 −0.01 0.00

½0:00 0:00 �0:69� 2 Fe–Os dyz 0.00 −0.20 −0.17 0.02 0.02
dxz 0.00 0.02 −0.21 −0.17 −0.02

dxz −0.19 0.11 −0.09 0.01 −0.13
Ca2FeOsO6 ½�0:49 �0:50 0:00� 2 Fe–Os dyz 0.01 0.00 0.00 −0.01 0.00

dxz −0.08 −0.23 −0.08 −0.01 −0.17

dxy −0.20 −0.01 0.10 0.08 −0.17
½�0:49 0:50 0:00� 2 Fe–Os dyz −0.08 0.00 −0.05 −0.22 0.13

dxz 0.00 −0.02 0.00 −0.02 0.00

dxy dyz d3z2�r2 dxz dx2�y2
dxy 0.00 0.00 −0.01 0.01 −0.01

½0:00 0:00 �0:69� 2 Co–Os dyz 0.01 −0.13 −0.20 0.12 0.01
dxz −0.01 0.17 −0.15 0.13 0.00

dxy −0.16 0.07 −0.09 0.00 −0.11
Ca2CoOsO6 ½�0:48 �0:50 0:00� 2 Co–Os dyz −0.06 −0.17 −0.10 −0.02 −0.18

dxz 0.01 0.00 0.00 −0.01 0.00

dxy −0.18 0.00 0.12 0.07 −0.18
½�0:48 0:50 0:00� 2 Co–Os dyz 0.00 −0.01 0.00 −0.02 0.00

dxz −0.09 0.00 −0.05 −0.18 0.11

d3z2�r2 dx2�y2
dxy −0.01 0.00

½0:00 0:00 �0:69� 2 Ni–Os dyz −0.13 0.02
dxz −0.17 0.00

dxy 0.11 −0.16
Ca2NiOsO6 ½�0:48 �0:50 0:00� 2 Ni–Os dyz −0.04 0.10

dxz 0.00 0.01

dxy −0.08 −0.09
½�0:48 0:50 0:00� 2 Ni–Os dyz −0.01 0.00

dxz −0.09 −0.16



ization at Os site compared with that at the Fe site. In the case
of Ca2CoOsO6 and Ca2NiOsO6, on the other hand, the spin–
split Os t2g states are found to lye outside the energy window
of the spin–split states of Co d or Ni eg states, prohibiting the
hybridization mechanism of magnetism from being operative.
These two observations put together, provide the rational for
the observed ferrimagnetic transition temperature of Ca2-
FeOsO6 being 2–2.4 times larger than that of Ca2CoOsO6 or
Ca2NiOsO6.

Finally, expanding on the materials issue, it will also be
interesting to understand the role of the A cation, namely the
contrasting behavior between the Ca series and the
corresponding Sr series. The Sr counterparts of all three
compounds, Sr2FeOsO6, Sr2CoOsO6, and Sr2NiOsO6 have
also been synthesized.17,32,33) The tolerance factor, defined as

t ¼ rAþrOffiffi
2

p ½ðrBþr0BÞ=2þrO�
with rA, rB, r0B, and ro defining the ionic

radii of A, B, BA, and O ions respectively, is estimated to be
slightly larger than 1 for Sr based compounds favoring
tetragonal I4=m symmetry with a0a0c� tilt pattern, while the
replacement of Sr2+ by smaller Ca2+ cation results in a
tolerance factor less than 1, favoring lowering of the
symmetry to the monoclinic P21=n space group with a�a�bþ

tilting of the octahedra. The Sr-based compounds are
reported to be antiferromagnets with relatively low transition
temperatures less than or about 100K, while the correspond-
ing Ca-based compounds, as discussed are ferrimagnets. The
microscopic understanding of the cross-over in magnetic
ordering from antiferromagnetic behavior in Sr-based com-
pounds to ferrimagnetic behavior in Ca-based compounds is
yet to be obtained within a framework that considers both
the hybridization driven mechanism and the superexchange
mechanism. Interestingly, the application of hydrostatic
pressure has also been used to drive the crossover from an
antiferromagnet to a ferrimagnet in Sr2FeOsO6,34) but this
does not show the structural transition from tetragonal to
monoclinic symmetry as is observed between Sr2FeOsO6 and
Ca2FeOsO6. Needless to say, much remains to be understood
in this fascinating area of 3d–5d double perovskites
characterized by the interplay of several different driving
mechanisms of magnetism.
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